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Istanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University is a foundation university founded in Istanbul by "Vatan Health and Education Foundation" (VASEV).

There are 10 faculties and 23 departments, one in health field, 25 programs in 2 vocational schools and 17 graduate and 2 doctorate programs in 3 graduate programs within our university in 2017-2018 educational year. There are totally 9000 students and 500 foreign students.

Istanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University aims to earn our country the scientists who our society needs; aims to become a high education institution and a center of excellence connected with Atatürk’s principles and reforms, aiming to educate young people who are knowledgeable, contemporary, equipped, experienced, helpful for gathering and researching.

Since the establishment of our university, we have a strong domestic and foreign education staff who has fame in their own fields with successful works. Education and training are carried out with a total of 553 academicians including 87 professors, 24 associate professors, 168 assistant professors, 181 instructors, 69 research assistants and 24 lecturers, both inside and outside the institution.
Our Campus

The main campus of our university is located in Topkapı, the European side of Istanbul, called Dr. Azmi Ofluoğlu Campus. An important part of the education and training and management is carried out here. Topkapı Dr. Azmi Ofluoğlu Campus consists of health, science and computer laboratories, workshops, TV, radio and photographic studios, library, lecture rooms, teaching rooms, conference hall, dance hall, dining hall, café built on 7 floors in a 20,500 m² area.

There are "Life Science and Technology Laboratory" and "Forensic Science Laboratory" where the projects related to science branches such as Medicine, Molecular Biology and Genetics, Biomedical Engineering, Nutrition and Dietetics, Pharmacy, Forensic Genetics are studied in relation to "Life Sciences" in Cevizlibağ Campus.

As a separate campus, "Dentistry Faculty and Hospital" of our university provides services about education and dental health in Sütluçe - Halıcıoğlu in Istanbul's European side. This campus has a total of 3800 m² indoor area with a building with 8 floors which has academic and administrative units, classrooms, 8 dental clinics, laboratory, central sterilization unit, operating theater, emergency room and local intervention areas for small surgical procedures, conference room, library, dining hall and cafeteria to provide education and training to the students of the Faculty of Dentistry and to provide practical services for dental health.

Another campus, Istanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University Gaziosmanpaşa Hospital, where the Faculty of Medicine is located, is also in Gaziosmanpaşa, the European side of Istanbul. In this campus, where the university is linked to Gaziosmanpaşa Hospital, medical education and training, especially 3, 4, 5th class education and internships are being carried out. The hospital was accredited by the "Joint Commission International" in 2017. Our newest settlement is "Şirinevler Campus", located in Istanbul’s Şirinevler district. At this campus we have training programs for Yeni Yüzyıl Continuing Education Center (YENİSEM).
Programmes

Faculty of Medicine
- Faculty of Dentistry

Faculty of Pharmacy
- Faculty of Law

Faculty of Health Sciences
- Nutrition and Dietetics (English)
- Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation
- Nursing
- Occupational Health and Safety
- Health Management

Faculty of Architecture and Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering
- Electrical and Electronic Engineering
- Interior Architecture and Environmental Design
- Architecture

Faculty of Arts and Sciences
- English Language and Literature
- English Translation and Interpretation
- Molecular Biology and Genetics
- Psychology

Faculty of Communication
- Visual Communication Design
- Public Relations and Advertising
- Radio, Television and Cinema
- New Media and Journalism

Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences
- Political Science and International Relations
- International Trade and Logistics
- Business Administration

Faculty of Fine Arts
- Graphic Design
- Performing Arts

Vocational School
- Justice
- Banking and Insurance
- Foreign Trade
- Logistics
- Public Relations and Publicity
- Radio, Television Programming
- Tourism and Travel Services

Vocational Health School
- Oral and Dental Health
- Surgery Services
- Anesthesia
- Child Development
- Pharmacy Service
- Emergency and First Aid
- Audiology
- Opticianry
- Medical Documentation and Secretaryship
- Medical Imaging Technologies
- Medical Laboratory Techniques
- Elderly Care

Institute of Social Sciences and Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering

Institute of Graduate Studies in Health Sciences
- Occupational Health and Safety
- Health Management
- Clinical Embryology
- Orthodontics
- Prostodontics

Institute of Social Sciences
- Economy and Finance
- Communication Management
- English Language and Literature
- Business Administration
- Public Law
- Private Law
- Anthropology of Health

PhD Programmes
- English Language and Literature
- Political Science and International Relations
With its integrated education system, strong and experienced academic staff, our faculty offers a modern medical education. Moreover, our affiliated hospital “Gaziosmanpaşa Hastanesi”, one of the most advanced health establishments in Istanbul, offers students the chance to practice by effective hands-on applications. The policy of our faculty is to educate doctors who,

• Are equipped with up to date advancements in literature and can use the most advanced techniques
• Has the highest level of experience
• Can use the modern diagnostic tools and treatment techniques
• Respect to patient rights
• Can positively communicate with the patients and their relatives
• Can deliver the best quality and scientifically accurate health service
• Can contribute to research and development at the international and national platforms can develop useful practices for the good of community health

İstanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University Faculty of Dentistry has adopted the vision of becoming one of the most modern education and health institutions in Turkey. The clinical and basic sub-structure of the Faculty of Dentistry constitutes the Dental Hospital at Halıcıoğlu/Beyoğlu. Our students benefit all facilities offered by İstanbul Yeniyüzyıl University and receive their basic and clinical training from internationally known enthusiastic academicians. The aim of our education program is to train dentists who are equipped with the latest theoretical and practical knowledge, give importance to ethical behavior and sensitive to scientific technological developments.
FACULTY OF PHARMACY

At Istanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University the Faculty of Pharmacy is the meeting point of top notch academics in the field and skilled young students that receive a quality pharmaceutical education, sharing classical knowledge supported by high technology to become the oncoming pharmacists.

The education involved classical knowledge as well as laboratory competency implementation and modular training. The curriculum design reflects current developments in the pharmaceutical field, home and abroad to acquire a global vision. Our goal is to assume a leadership position in Pharmacy. Imagine your near future and let us make it real.

FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

The Faculty of Health Sciences, which has an experienced and distinguished academic staff, high technology laboratories and, university hospital equips its students with strong scientific knowledge, skills and ethical values preferred by the health sector.
In the process of studying contemporary Turkish law, our students are simultaneously exposed to global legal issues. The future lawyers are trained in hands on cases. Under the supervision of experienced faculty, our students participate in court trials in order to acquire the required skills. Having studied Turkish Jurisdiction from a global perspective, our students will attain rewarding careers in the legal professions. The graduates of İstanbul Yeni Yüzyıl Law Faculty will be much in demand for their rigor, thoughtfulness, adaptability, clarity of thought and expression.

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences, with five departments and a commitment to high-quality education is ready to help students get ahead in a competitive world. In our rapidly internationalizing world where adaptability is highly valued, preparation for a professional career or graduate studies requires well-rounded B.A. degrees. Our B.A. programmes provide students with analytical skills, philosophy and social perspectives which improve their interpersonal relations. Our graduate programmes (MA and PhD in English Language and Literature) equip candidates with intellectual perspectives and scholarly skills to pursue a career in academia and other professions.
İstanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University, Faculty of Economic and Administrative Sciences offer a modern and adaptable education founded on problem solving and innovative skills. In the departments of International Relations and Social Sciences, International Trade and Logistics and Business Administration, the academics who are experts in their fields prepare the students for the global world both in the national and international arena where they can play effective leading roles. The students are encouraged to become efficient leaders in public and private sectors.

Technology and technical teams efficiently create the models to be used by Turkey’s changing constructs. Engineers and architects play a vital role in transforming the country to a global reader. Hence, the Faculty of Engineering and Architecture, with its well–structured programs, is among the cornerstones of the university. Our curriculum provides the students with creativity and expertise in various branches of engineering and architecture, preparing them for a successful career in today’s competitive world.
Communication is the life itself. We train our students as experts in related technologies to make the life easy. The faculty has four departments: Visual Communication and Design, Public Relations and Advertising, Radio, TV and Cinema, New Media and Journalism. Our distinguished faculty members have their students gain field knowledge, and how to use the related technologies. The faculty is equipped with an advanced technology television and photography studio, outside shooting equipments; a professional radio station, and high technology laboratory of Mac and PC.

Faculty of Fine Arts trains theatre artists and graphic designers who are going to design the future by adopting a notion of education focusing on the concepts of the art of our age. Young graphic designers and theatre artists are equipped with the necessary technical and artistic knowledge of their future professions.
HEALTH CARE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

İstanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University Vocational School of Health Services is one of the best educational institutions. It has a worldwide success in gaining practicality with our successful academic staff. Our institution has already taken its place among many important hospitals and institutions which can be regarded as flagships of the healthcare sector and they are starting to progress with sure steps forward.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

İstanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University Vocational School offers a rigorous and relevant education meeting the requirements of the modern age at an international level. Our professional, academic staff provide students with a challenging curriculum to prepare them to enter the workforce as active and critical thinking problem-solvers. Our students meet the demands of professional business life through co-operation with institutions and industry associations related to their field of study, thus enhancing their suitability and experience levels for job opportunities. As a result of their two year training, our students are well equipped for employment in their relevant sectors.
Turkey is a country that experiences the four seasons, which gives a quality education and has natural beauty, a deep-rooted history and a rich culture. Neighbors are Greece, Bulgaria, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Iraq and Syria. The three sides are surrounded by the seas: Black Sea in the North, Aegean Sea in the west and Mediterranean in the south. Turkey is encountered in three different climate types. The Mediterranean climate with the Aegean Sea and the Mediterranean coast, the Black Sea climate with the Black Sea coast, and the Continental climate with the inner and eastern regions are dominant.
**IMPORTANT INFORMATIONS**
- Official Language: Turkish
- Major Cities: Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir
- Capital city: Ankara
- Population: 79,814,871 (January 2017)
- Currency: Turkish Lira (TL)
- Time Slice: Eastern Europe (UTC + 2)
- International Phone Code: +90
- Hours: Weekdays in Turkey is between Monday and Friday. Most of the banks, government departments and private company branches are open between 8.30 and 17.30.
- Telephone Lines: There are 3 big phone lines in Turkey. Turkcell, Vodafone, Turk Telekom.

**Official Vacations**
- 1st January (New year holiday)
- April 23 (National Sovereignty and Children's Day)
- May 1 (Labor and Solidarity Day)
- May 19 (Atatürk Commemoration, Youth and Sports Day)
- July 15 (Commemoration Day for Democracy and Freedoms)
- August 30 (Victory Day)
- October 29 (Republic Day)
- 15-16-17 June 2018 (Ramadan Feast)
- 21-22-23-24 September 2018 (Feast of Sacrifice)

**CELL PHONE RECORDS**
If you bring your phone after arriving in Turkey, you must enroll within 120 days. In this case, visit the subscription center of any mobile phone company (Turk Telekom, Turkcell, Vodafone) and tell the staff that you want to register your personal mobile phone. You can receive a prepaid line from the subscriber record center or from any mobile phone company dealer.

**Emergency Phones**
- 155: Police
- 112: Emergency Service
- 110: Fire brigade
- 114: Toxicity
- 122: AFAD
- 156: Gendarmerie
Having the world's 34 largest economies, Istanbul is Turkey's most advanced and most populous city. This beautiful city, which is a bridge between Asia and Europe, has admired many people for centuries and has become capital cities for many civilizations. A unique synthesis of eastern and western cultures, this city is one of the most important mega cities of the world with its historical, cultural and natural beauty. It has a dynamic young population as well as a rich and deeply rooted past.

Istanbul has become the focus of tourists as it is one of the most nostalgic and historical cities in the world. İstanbul Yeni Yüzyıl University is located in Cevizlibağ district of Zeytinburnu county, which is the most central location of Istanbul. Metrobus, trams and buses can reach all parts of Istanbul for 24 hours in the area where our school is located.
Getting on the steamboats on the Bosphorus line is one of the most enjoyable ways to watch Istanbul without ever getting tired. You can watch Haydarpaşa Railway, Dolmabahçe and Topkapi Palaces, Galata Tower and important palaces on the shores from the middle of the Bosphorus from historic and touristic places to visit in Istanbul until you arrive on Kadıköy-Beşiktaş ferry to Anatolian side.

After you reach Beşiktaş, you can go to Ortaköy with the municipal buses after a short tour of Besıktaş. After wandering around the Ortaköy Mosque, you can have tea or coffee in one of the cafés on the seaside, or you can take your ‘kumpir’ from the lined rows of crockery and sit on the benches. In both of these options you can see the Bosphorus and Ortaköy Mosque, which you first remember when you say Istanbul ...
2 - KURUÇEŞME, ARNAVUTKÖY, BEBEK AND RUMELİ FORT

You can walk Ortaköy-Kuruçeşme-Arnavutköy-Bebek-Rumeli Fortress line with the most pleasant walking route near the Bosphorus in about 1 hour and you can enjoy the pleasure of Istanbul Strait at maximum. You can take a break in the Kuruçeşme Park and Bebek Park, two of the most beautiful parks of Istanbul, which are positioned as zero to the Bosphorus.

3 - DOLMABAHÇE PALACE

Dolmabahçe Palace is between Beşiktaş and Kabataş, an area of 250 thousand square meters located along the Bosphorus. The most important feature of the palace, which was built during the Ottoman period, is the use of Atatürk as a place of residence during the republic period. In this sense, Dolmabahçe Palace is at the top of historical places to visit in Istanbul because it is the house where the Ottoman Empire's last palace life is exposed and also it is the palace where Atatürk spent his last days.
After touring Ortaköy and Dolmabahçe Palace, you can also go to Taksim for touristic places to visit in Istanbul. Taking a bus from Ortaköy to Taksim takes you more than half an hour. When you come to Taksim, you can walk towards Galatasaray High School from the square along İstiklal street. It is also very enjoyable to eat and drink something in Nevizade Street or Çiçek Pasajı. You can continue till ‘Tunel’ along İstiklal street, you can reach ‘Tunel’ via ‘Asmalimescit’, even though it has lost its former atmosphere.

The most logical way to get to Sultanahmet is by landing at the Sultanahmet stop using the tram line running between Kabatas and Zeytinburnu. Çevizlibağ district, where our college is located, is on this line and can be easily reached. After examining the German Fountain in Sultanahmet Square, the Egyptian Obelisk, the Knitted Obelisk and the Serpentine Column, you can visit the famous large water cistern known as the Basilica Cistern from Byzantine era.
6 – HAGIA SOPHIA MUSEUM

The Hagia Sophia Museum, one of the most important monuments in the world in terms of art and architecture history, is one of the the most important historical and touristic places to visit in Istanbul with its twisty dome, carved marble columns and unique mosaics. Among the most visited museums, Hagia Sophia is shown as the 8th.

7- BEYAZIT SQUARE, OLD-BOOKS BAZAAR, GRANDBAZAAR AND SPICE BAZAAR

You can reach Beyazıt Square easily by using the Kabataş-Bağcılar metro and getting off at Beyazıt station. After seeing the entrance to Beyazıt Square and the famous Istanbul University, you can visit the famous Old Books Bazaar, which is close to where you are. Whoever you ask, you will be guided. This area is also the southwestern entrance of the famous Grand Bazaar. By entering Grandbazaar from there, you can discover İstanbul and walk to Eminönü anf Spice Bazaar. You can reach Eminönü after shopping from Spice Bazaar, where artisans sell dried fruits and variety of spices.

8 - FISH BREAD AND GALATA BRIDGE IN EMİNÖNÜ

Eminönü is frequently visited by a certain audience for electronic goods, watches, household goods and clothing shopping, which is one of the most important commercial centers of Istanbul. You can either go to these shops or buy fish bread from boats by the seaside. After you eat your fish bread, you can watch fishermen or drink something in the cages under the bridge as you cross the Galata Bridge.
Where To Eat In Istanbul?

Sultanahmet Köftecisi
There are plenty of Sultanahmet Köftecisi restaurants in Istanbul, but the original is the Tarihi Sultanahmet Köftecisi, and is predictably in Sultanahmet. The restaurant which has another branch on the Asian side, continues to protect its popularity despite the numerous imitation restaurants in the city. Continuing for years without compromising in quality, aside from the köfte (meatballs), piyaz (dried beans, onions and parsley) which are the main fixtures, there are alternatives that you can order, including lamb skewers, rice and salad. The restaurant which has tables spread around the entire building, maintains the original décor, the, marble tables and creaky stairs all add to the venue’s authenticity. As well as Istanbul residents looking for the real köfte flavor, the restaurant is also frequented by tourists. The köfte feast at the Tarihi Sultanahmet Köftecisi can be finalized with ‘irmik helvası’ (semolina dessert). The location of Sultanahmet Köftecisi is near to our school. You can go there by tramline from Cevizlibağ and get off in Sultanahmet station.

Kız Kulesi
Kızkulesi (or Maiden’s Tower) is an iconic structure that sits on a tiny island in the inlet between Bosphorus and Üsküdar. Regarded as floating between two continents, Europe and Asia, the tower’s history dates back to the Byzantine period and is shrouded by many stories and legends. Today the tower is a great destination for cultural travelers. Its restaurant offers visitors an incredible dining experience, in both atmosphere and taste, for lunch and dinner. Serving Ottoman-inspired cuisine, as well as other dishes from around the world, the restaurant treats travelers to a ‘mystical nostalgic ambiance’ that is enhanced by live music.

Karaköy Güllüoğlu
Located in Karaköy, Güllüoğlu has been making baklava since 1820, and the pastry here cannot be beat: Layers of thin phyllo dough, emerald green pistachios, clarified butter, and simple syrup are larger than the sum of their parts. A glass of lemonade is a perfect, refreshing accompaniment. As they say in Turkey, let’s eat sweet and talk sweet.

Pierre Loti
Named after the well-known French novelist Pierre Loti, this hill offers perfect views of the Golden Horn. It’s also home to a famous café that bears the same name. Loti lived in Istanbul for many years and was a big fan of the city. The café is a meeting point for lovers and couples, and has featured in many Turkish romance films. Besides the café, Pierre Loti Hill has several restaurants, a cemetery and many historical buildings. You can either walk up the hill or take a cable car.
If you are a museum card owner, you can easily enter the above mentioned museums for one year. This card, which is discounted to the students, costs 20 TL if you go with student certificate or student card. All you have to do to get it is to visit one of the sales points. You can get yours from the entrance sections of the following museums; Topkapi Palace Museum, Hagia Sophia Museum, Chora Museum, Istanbul Archeology Museums, Grand Palace Mosaic Museum, Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts.

Istanbul Modern Art Museum or shortly Istanbul Modern is Turkey’s first modern art museum. Istanbul Modern Art Museum is a museum which houses the cultural identity of interdisciplinary activities in order to share the international art scene and convey the audience to Turkey’s artistic creativity. You can visit the following websites for visiting hours and entrance fees:

- Website of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism - http://www.kultur.gov.tr/?_dil=2
- Istanbul’s official website - http://howtoistanbul.com/
- Biletix online ticket - http://www.biletix.com/anasayfa/TURKIYE/en
• By participating in this marathon organized once a year, you can have an experience that you can live only once in your life. You can enjoy a walk through the Bosphorus bridge in the unique scenery paradise.
• Samsung Bogazici Intercontinental Swimming Competition
• For complete 28 years, athletes from Turkey and all over the world come together in İstanbul to compete, struggle, discover self borders and friendship. The unique pleasure of rowing from Asia to Europe, the pleasure of rowing, the magnificent beauties of the Istanbul Bosphorus and the enthusiasm of the fans create this unique activity.
• The Samsung Bosphorus Intercontinental Swimming Competition takes place under the auspices of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), with great social and institutional support. Starting with the participation of 4 female and 64 male athletes in 1989, the adventure is an important part of Turkish sports tradition with a growing interest every year.

LIBRARIES
• There are many libraries in Istanbul. Some of these libraries are; Beyazıt State Library, İstanbul Orhan Kemal Public Library, Beykoz Public Library, Pendik Public Library. Our library is on the ground floor within the university building. Our aim is to provide the materials necessary to support the work of the university in the scientific field and provide it to the service of our users as soon as possible. In this respect, our wealthy library will be able to reach the information you seek.
In Cevizlibağ district where the university is located, which is the most central location of Istanbul, you can reach everywhere you want with uninterrupted metrobus, tram and buses. It is just 2 km away from Yenikapı, which connects the Marmaray and Eurasia Tunnel and the Anatolian side to Europe at the point where the E5 highway facade takes place, which is the junction of the tram and metrobus lines in Cevizlibağ, and is away from metro within walking distance.

*For public transportation please check the following website; http://www.iett.gov.tr/en/

*For rail transportation please check the following website; http://www.tcdd.gov.tr/tcdding/index.htm

*For Sea Buses please check the following website; http://www.ido.com.tr/en/index.cfm

Busses go through Cevizlibağ.